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About This Content

Go down the road to experience the wild beauty of "Beaver State" Oregon. The evergreen natural scenery will go along with the
deserted country side but also dense city areas like Portland or Salem. Vast forests are covering roughly 60 percent of the state

and together with many rivers form the typical western Oregon nature but also important part of state economics.

It is one of the most geographically diverse states in Northwest region the U.S. It is the 9th largest and, with a population of 4
million, 27th most populous state. Its natural beauty includes deep forests, plenty of water areas and rivers, but also volcanoes,

high deserts, and arid scrublands.

Key Features

Over 5,000 miles of new in-game roads

14 major cities, including Portland, Salem, and Eugene

13 large custom rest/truck stops for parking and refueling

Lots of smaller rest areas and motels around the roads

700+ completely new 3D assets

25 unique, complex and realistic custom-built junctions and Interstate interchanges
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17 new local company docks and industries

Well-known landmarks both natural and man-made - Mt. Hood, Thor's Well, Crater Lake, Crooked River Valley,
Yaquina Head Lighthouse, Youngs Bay Bridge ...

Oregon-bound achievements to unlock

Cities included in the expansion
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Title: American Truck Simulator - Oregon
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Early days for this game but you can already see the potential. The developers seem to know the 90's era well and have nailed
the art style and gameplay.

There\u2019s only one level at the moment and there\u2019s a lack of polish, but it\u2019s definitely fun enough to play more
than a few times and feels like a healthy mix of RayCrisis and U. N. Squadron.

Considering the price and the fact that two guys are building this from scratch, I would definitely consider supporting them.
They seem to be community driven and really passionate about the game. I recommend this game for tank lovers (like me), and
military history Fanatics.

Pros

*Intensely detailed Units and Environment

*The most Realistic Tank Physics I've ever seen

*Has a lot of tactics and strategies to defend and attack

*Pretty Awesome graphics when maxxed out

*There is a map editor

 Cons
*Lacks replayability, like skirmish maps

*Needs more players in Multiplayer

*Some infantry are wusses

Recommended price- If you can get it at 50% or below, buy it!

8.5\/10. Highly addivtictive tower defense game. But some towers are acting retard (ie when an enemy is right in front of them
whereas they prefer to send rockets to another one that's miles away. Very well implemented upgrade system. Visuals are also
nice.

A note to developer:
Dear dev, I don't know if you ever encountered before but let me tell you this. There's this "ESC" key and it's been a global
pause/quit function key since the invention of computers. Please, but please, do assign this key as a defauls pause/quit function
key for this little game also.
Sincerely, iaLiN.. As a beginner as far as modelling goes, it had a bit of a learning curve...but as I get a hang of it, it is a pretty
good software. Add on that it is double the price that it can be found on Steam for on the software's site, I find this to be a pretty
great deal. Can be used to create OBJ files which can be used in 3D printing, depending on the printer of course.. Bud Spencer
(Carlo Pedersoli) & Terence Hill (Mario Girotti) are perhaps the world kings of 1970's & 1980's slapstick comedy films. Born
and raised in Italy, their films reached cult status in no time. The majority of their films are available in English and other
languages.

Slaps & Beans is perfection itself. The game tells the story of the actors, mixing reality with fiction and a thousand slaps. The
original music, character likeness and even signature fight moves are all featured in the game. Mini games also, are carbon-
copied from the films. The early editions of the game had minor bugs and some playability issues that were fixed in later
versions. To make playing easier, I suggest using a controller (Xbox & Steam controllers work wonders) because sometimes the
keyboard isn't as responsive as you'd like it to be (specially in the aim & shoot moments).

I'm 36 years old and grew up watching re-runs of their films with my father. I own most of their movies on DVD and I honestly
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can say this is one of the most faithful videogame adaptations ever made.. This game is hardcore. It's still in Early Access so you
will have to forgive some minor things. Levels are intense and diverse. Well done.
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Great game, as typical of Sierra's style; especially if you like non-standard stories and new perspectives.

The Steam version is censored, but there's a patch available to fix that here: https:\/\/the-last-
sovereign.blogspot.com\/p\/desecration-of-wings.html. its been a while for the sequel. omg this game is so amazing there needs
to be a sequal. A small and charming game.

Pros:

Art style is simple but consistent. Gets it's themes across.

Difficulty is moderate - not easy enough to be boring, not hard enough to ragequit.
Increases gradually, "croaktel" mode being a harder than "crowtel".

Levels are very decently made, with no off-screen or instant-kill hazards.Neutral:

Isn't a long game - 2-ish hours to complete, plus 1..3 hours to play through developer commentary and
challenges.
Neither does it cost much, though.
Also means that even the harder achievements (speedrun \/ no deaths) aren't too frustrating since you aren't
loosing hours per attempt as with many other games.Cons:

Firing requires button-mashing, with a on-screen projectile limit. This is by no means new and adds a risk-
reward scheme where you can get dangerously close to things to quickly take them out, but personally I'm
not a huge fan.
~15 minutes into "crowtel" mode you get a "charge up" attack which then becomes a preferred method of
dealing with enemies but in "croaktel" there isn't anything like that.

The game could use a setting to separately adjust sound\/music volume.
Overall the game's nice and pros outweight the cons in my opinion.. Pretty good recording software. I had
to mess with the format the files were written in due to conflicts with my editing program. Other than
that it has always worked great for me.. very cool game, worth every penny :). Overall I enjoyed my time
with this game, the SNES style graphics, and music takes you on a nostalgia trip back to the glory days of
gaming! There are a few technical issues with the game starting with the long load time(takes close to two
minutes for me). Toward the end of the game I ran into a few code error messages, but not frequently
enough to ruin my experience. The collision is also a bit suspect at times. I could go through a lot of walls
that you are not meant to go through, and even suffered a few cheap deaths from falling through the
ground. I also had a bit of trouble setting up my controller initially, I had to use JoyToKey to get it to
works, since my Sabrent controller was not compatible at all; however that more likely an issue with the
engine and not the game itself. These issues aside I really enjoyed the gameplay. There are a ton of secret
sprinkled throughout the land, and I had a lot of fun just getting lost and exploring. The combat is also
pretty enjoyable too and you are given a nice variety of characters to adventure with!

Pros:
Nice graphics and music.
Many Secrets to Discover.
Good Variety of Characters.

Cons:
Long Load Time.
A bit buggy with suspect collision and a few code error pop ups.
Setting up controller was a bit of a hassle.. Is good. Buy it on sale neow.. I miss this game so much, R.I.P
to a great game.
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